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Optical Biosensors, 2ed describes the principles of successful systems,
examples of applications, and evaluates the advantages and deficiencies of
each. It also addresses future developments on two levels: possible
improvements in existing systems and emerging technologies that could provide
new capabilities in the future. The book is formatted for ease of use and is
therefore suitable for scientists and engineers, students and researcher at all
levels in the field. * Comprehensive analysis and review of the underlying
principles by optical biosensors * Updates and informs on all the latest
developments and hot topic areas * Evaluates current methods showing the
advantages and disadvantages of various systems involved
Updated to reflect the latest advances in the field, the Sixth Edition of
Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcontrollers further enhances its
reputation as the most accessible introduction to the basic principles and tools
required in the design of digital systems. Features updates and revision to more
than half of the material from the previous edition Offers an all-encompassing
focus on the areas of computer design, digital logic, and digital systems, unlike
other texts in the marketplace Written with clear and concise explanations of
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fundamental topics such as number system and Boolean algebra, and simplified
examples and tutorials utilizing the PIC18F4321 microcontroller Covers an
enhanced version of both combinational and sequential logic design, basics of
computer organization, and microcontrollers
In the recent years there has been rapid advances in the field of Digital
Electronics and Microprocessor.This book is intended to help students to keep
pace with these latest developments.The Present book is revised version of
earlier book'Introduction to Digital Computers'by the same author.Now this book
is written in a lucid and simple language,which gives clear explanation of basics
of Digital Electronics,Computers and icroprocessors.
This comprehensive text on switching theory and logic design is designed for the
undergraduate students of electronics and communication engineering, electrical
and electronics engineering, electronics and instrumentation engineering,
telecommunication engineering, computer science and engineering, and
information technology. It will also be useful to AMIE, IETE and diploma students.
Written in a student-friendly style, this book, now in its Second Edition, provides
an in-depth knowledge of switching theory and the design techniques of digital
circuits. Striking a balance between theory and practice, it covers topics ranging
from number systems, binary codes, logic gates and Boolean algebra to
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minimization using K-maps and tabular method, design of combinational logic
circuits, synchronous and asynchronous sequential circuits, and algorithmic state
machines. The book discusses threshold gates and programmable logic devices
(PLDs). In addition, it elaborates on flip-flops and shift registers. Each chapter
includes several fully worked-out examples so that the students get a thorough
grounding in related design concepts. Short questions with answers, review
questions, fill in the blanks, multiple choice questions and problems are provided
at the end of each chapter. These help the students test their level of
understanding of the subject and prepare for examinations confidently. NEW TO
THIS EDITION • VHDL programs at the end of each chapter • Complete
answers with figures • Several new problems with answers
This self-study text explains the basics of digital electronics using a combination
of fundamental theory, examples and practical applications. Digital devices form
an integral part of numerous modern-day systems and include those used for
operating electronic alarm systems, for performing arithmetic, timing and
computing operations, and for logging, processing and data transfer. Wellillustrated, step-by-step procedures are provided for explaining the working of
these and other digital devices. All the chapters in the text include a summary of
the key points covered for the purpose of review. The recommended safety
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precautions, datasheets of selected digital devices, and implementation
guidelines while working with digital circuits in the appendices, should be of
interest to the electronics hobbyist.
Covers Concepts, Principles & Techniques Used to Analyze Solid State Pulse &
Digital Circuits
This book, Amplifiers: Analysis and Design, is the second of four books of a
larger work, Fundamentals of Electronics. It is comprised of four chapters that
describe the fundamentals of amplifier performance. Beginning with a review of
two-port analysis, the first chapter introduces the modeling of the response of
transistors to AC signals. Basic one-transistor amplifiers are extensively
discussed. The next chapter expands the discussion to multiple transistor
amplifiers. The coverage of simple amplifiers is concluded with a chapter that
examines power amplifiers. This discussion defines the limits of small-signal
analysis and explores the realm where these simplifying assumptions are no
longer valid and distortion becomes present. The final chapter concludes the
book with the first of two chapters in Fundamental of Electronics on the
significant topic of feedback amplifiers. Fundamentals of Electronics has been
designed primarily for use in an upper division course in electronics for electrical
engineering students. Typically such a course spans a full academic years
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consisting of two semesters or three quarters. As such, Amplifiers: Analysis and
Design, and two other books, Electronic Devices and Circuit Applications, and
Active Filters and Amplifier Frequency Response, form an appropriate body of
material for such a course. Secondary applications include the use with
Electronic Devices and Circuit Applications in a one-semester electronics course
for engineers or as a reference for practicing engineers.
This textbook is intended to introduce the student of electronics to the
fundamentals of digital circuits, both combinational and sequential, in a
reasonable and systematic manner. It proceeds from basic logic concepts to
circuits and designs.
Unlike books currently on the market, this volume attempts to satisfy two goals:
combine circuits and electronics into a single, unified treatment, and establish a
strong connection with the contemporary world of digital systems. Using the
concept of abstraction, the authors attempt to form a bridge between the world of
physics and the world of large computer systems.
This book makes comprehension of material a top priority and encourages
readers to be active participants in the learning process. The conventional-flow
version of this book provides a readable and thorough approach to electronic
devices and circuits, and support discussions with an abundance of learning aids
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to motivate and assist readers at every turn. The seventh edition of this wellestablished book features new internet link identifiers which bring the user to
supplemental on-line resources.Covered topics include fundamental solid-state
principles, common diode applications, amplifiers, oscillators and transistors.For
professionals in the field of Electronics Technology.
Electronics explained in one volume, using both theoretical and practical
applications. Mike Tooley provides all the information required to get to grips with
the fundamentals of electronics, detailing the underpinning knowledge necessary
to appreciate the operation of a wide range of electronic circuits, including
amplifiers, logic circuits, power supplies and oscillators. The 5th edition includes
an additional chapter showing how a wide range of useful electronic applications
can be developed in conjunction with the increasingly popular Arduino
microcontroller, as well as a new section on batteries for use in electronic
equipment and some additional/updated student assignments. The book's
content is matched to the latest pre-degree level courses (from Level 2 up to, and
including, Foundation Degree and HND), making this an invaluable reference text
for all study levels, and its broad coverage is combined with practical case
studies based in real-world engineering contexts. In addition, each chapter
includes a practical investigation designed to reinforce learning and provide a
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basis for further practical work. A companion website at
http://www.key2electronics.com offers the reader a set of spreadsheet design
tools that can be used to simplify circuit calculations, as well as circuit models
and templates that will enable virtual simulation of circuits in the book. These are
accompanied by online self-test multiple choice questions for each chapter with
automatic marking, to enable students to continually monitor their own progress
and understanding. A bank of online questions for lecturers to set as
assignments is also available.
This book, Oscillators and Advanced Electronics Topics, is the final book of a
larger, four-book set, Fundamentals of Electronics. It consists of five chapters
that further develop practical electronic applications based on the fundamental
principles developed in the first three books. This book begins by extending the
principles of electronic feedback circuits to linear oscillator circuits. The second
chapter explores non-linear oscillation, waveform generation, and waveshaping.
The third chapter focuses on providing clean, reliable power for electronic
applications where voltage regulation and transient suppression are the focus.
Fundamentals of communication circuitry form the basis for the fourth chapter
with voltage-controlled oscillators, mixers, and phase-lock loops being the
primary focus. The final chapter expands upon early discussions of logic gate
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operation (introduced in Book 1) to explore gate speed and advanced gate
topologies. Fundamentals of Electronics has been designed primarily for use in
upper division courses in electronics for electrical engineering students and for
working professionals. Typically such courses span a full academic year plus an
additional semester or quarter. As such, Oscillators and Advanced Electronics
Topics and the three companion book of Fundamentals of Electronics form an
appropriate body of material for such courses.
This book focuses on conceptual frameworks that are helpful in understanding
the basics of electronics – what the feedback system is, the principle of an
oscillator, the operational working of an amplifier, and other relevant topics. It
also provides an overview of the technologies supporting electronic systems, like
OP-AMP, transistor, filter, ICs, and diodes. It consists of seven chapters, written
in an easy and understandable language, and featuring relevant block diagrams,
circuit diagrams, valuable and interesting solved examples, and important test
questions. Further, the book includes up-to-date illustrations, exercises, and
numerous worked examples to illustrate the theory and to demonstrate their use
in practical designs.
The second edition of this well-received text continues to provide a coherent and
comprehensive coverage of Pulse and Digital Circuits, suitable as a textbook for
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use by undergraduate students pursuing courses in Electrical and Electronics
Engineering, Electronics and Communication Engineering, Electronics and
Instrumentation Engineering, and Telecommunication Engineering. It presents
clear explanations of the operation and analysis of semiconductor pulse circuits.
Practical pulse circuit design methods are investigated in detail. The book
provides numerous fully worked-out, laboratory-tested examples to give students
a solid grounding in the related design concepts. It includes a number of
classroom-tested problems to encourage students to apply theory in a logical
fashion. Review questions, fill in the blanks, and multiple choice questions offer
the students the opportunity to test their understanding of the text material. This
text will be also appropriate for self-study by AMIE and IETE students. NEW TO
THIS EDITION : • Includes two new chapters—Logic Gates and Logic Families—to
meet the curriculum requirements. • Provides short questions with answers at the
end of each chapter. • Presents several new illustrations, examples and
exercises
Basic Electronics, meant for the core science and technology courses in
engineering colleges and universities, has been designed with the key objective
of enhancing the students' knowledge in the field of electronics. Solid state
electronics, a rapidly-evolving field of study, has been extensively researched for
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the latest updates, and the authors have supplemented the related chapters with
customized pedagogical features. The required knowledge in mathematics has
been developed throughout the book and no prior grasp of physical electronics
has been assumed as an essential requirement for understanding the subject.
Detailed mathematical derivations illustrated by solved examples enhance the
understanding of the theoretical concepts. With its simple language and clear-cut
style of presentation, this book presents an intelligent understanding of a
complex subject like electronics.
This book, Electronic Devices and Circuit Application, is the first of four books of
a larger work, Fundamentals of Electronics. It is comprised of four chapters
describing the basic operation of each of the four fundamental building blocks of
modern electronics: operational amplifiers, semiconductor diodes, bipolar
junction transistors, and field effect transistors. Attention is focused on the reader
obtaining a clear understanding of each of the devices when it is operated in
equilibrium. Ideas fundamental to the study of electronic circuits are also
developed in the book at a basic level to lessen the possibility of
misunderstandings at a higher level. The difference between linear and nonlinear operation is explored through the use of a variety of circuit examples
including amplifiers constructed with operational amplifiers as the fundamental
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component and elementary digital logic gates constructed with various transistor
types. Fundamentals of Electronics has been designed primarily for use in an
upper division course in electronics for electrical engineering students. Typically
such a course spans a full academic years consisting of two semesters or three
quarters. As such, Electronic Devices and Circuit Applications, and the following
two books, Amplifiers: Analysis and Design and Active Filters and Amplifier
Frequency Response, form an appropriate body of material for such a course.
Secondary applications include the use in a one-semester electronics course for
engineers or as a reference for practicing engineers.
This textbook for a one-semester course in Digital Systems Design describes the
basic methods used to develop “traditional” Digital Systems, based on the use of
logic gates and flip flops, as well as more advanced techniques that enable the
design of very large circuits, based on Hardware Description Languages and
Synthesis tools. It was originally designed to accompany a MOOC (Massive
Open Online Course) created at the Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB),
currently available on the Coursera platform. Readers will learn what a digital
system is and how it can be developed, preparing them for steps toward other
technical disciplines, such as Computer Architecture, Robotics, Bionics, Avionics
and others. In particular, students will learn to design digital systems of medium
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complexity, describe digital systems using high level hardware description
languages, and understand the operation of computers at their most basic level.
All concepts introduced are reinforced by plentiful illustrations, examples,
exercises, and applications. For example, as an applied example of the design
techniques presented, the authors demonstrate the synthesis of a simple
processor, leaving the student in a position to enter the world of Computer
Architecture and Embedded Systems.
FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL CIRCUITSPHI Learning Pvt. Ltd.
This book teaches the basic principles of digital circuits. It is appropriate for an
introductory course in digital electronics for the students of: • B.Sc. (Computer
Science) • B.Sc. (Electronics) • B.Sc. (Information Technology) • B.Sc. (Physics)
• Bachelor of Computer Applications (BCA) • Postgraduate Diploma in Computer
Applications • Master of Computer Applications (MCA) The book emphasizes the
must know concepts that should be covered in an introductory course and
provides an abundance of clearly explained examples, so essential for a
thorough understanding of the principles involved in the analysis and design of
digital computers. The book takes students step-by-step through digital theory,
focusing on: » Number representation systems and codes for representing
information in digital systems » Use of logic gates in building digital circuits »
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Basic postulates and theorems of Boolean algebra » Karnaugh map method for
simplifying Boolean functions » Arithmetic circuits such as adders and subtractors
» Combinational circuit building blocks such as multiplexers, decoders and
encoders » Sequential circuit building blocks such as flip-flops, counters and
registers » Operation of memory elements such as RAM, DRAM, magnetic disk,
magnetic bubble, optical disk, etc. 1. Number Systems and Codes 2. Logic Gates
and Circuits 3. Boolean Algebra 4. Combinational Logic Circuits 5. Sequential
Logic Circuits 6. Counters and Shift Registers 7. MEMORY ELEMENTS
This book focuses on the basic principles of digital electronics and logic design. It
is designed as a textbook for undergraduate students of electronics, electrical
engineering, computer science, physics, and information technology. The text
covers the syllabi of several Indian and foreign universities. It depicts the
comprehensive resources on the recent ideas in the area of digital electronics
explored by leading experts from both industry and academia. A good number of
diagrams are provided to illustrate the concepts related to digital electronics so
that students can easily comprehend the subject. Solved examples within the text
explain the concepts discussed and exercises are provided at the end of each
chapter.
This book covers the fundamental knowledge of layout design from the ground
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up, addressing both physical design, as generally applied to digital circuits, and
analog layout. Such knowledge provides the critical awareness and insights a
layout designer must possess to convert a structural description produced during
circuit design into the physical layout used for IC/PCB fabrication. The book
introduces the technological know-how to transform silicon into functional
devices, to understand the technology for which a layout is targeted (Chap. 2).
Using this core technology knowledge as the foundation, subsequent chapters
delve deeper into specific constraints and aspects of physical design, such as
interfaces, design rules and libraries (Chap. 3), design flows and models (Chap.
4), design steps (Chap. 5), analog design specifics (Chap. 6), and finally
reliability measures (Chap. 7). Besides serving as a textbook for engineering
students, this book is a foundational reference for today’s circuit designers.
This book, Active Filters and Amplifier Frequency Response, is the third of four
books of a larger work, Fundamentals of Electronics. It is comprised of three
chapters that describe the frequency dependent response of electronic circuits.
This book begins with an extensive tutorial on creating and using Bode Diagrams
that leads to the modeling and design of active filters using operational amplifiers.
The second chapter starts by focusing on bypass and coupling capacitors and,
after introducing high-frequency modeling of bipolar and field-effect transistors,
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extensively develops the high- and low-frequency response of a variety of
common electronic amplifiers. The final chapter expands the frequencydependent discussion to feedback amplifiers, the possibility of instabilities, and
remedies for good amplifier design. Fundamentals of Electronics has been
designed primarily for use in an upper division course in electronics for electrical
engineering students and for working professionals. Typically such a course
spans a full academic year consisting of two semesters or three quarters. As
such, Active Filters and Amplifier Frequency Response, and the first two books in
the series, Electronic Devices and Circuit Applications, and Amplifiers: Analysis
and Design, form an appropriate body of material for such a course.
Hardware veri?cation is the process of checking whether a design conforms to its
speci?cations of functionality and timing. In today’s design processes it becomes
more and more important. Very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits and the
resulting digital systems have conquered a place in almost all areas of our life,
even in security sensitive applications. Complex digital systems control airplanes,
have been used in banks and on intensive-care units. Hence, the demand for
error-free designs is more important than ever. In addition, economic reasons
underline this demand as well. The design and production process of present day
VLSI-circuits is highly time- and cost-intensive. Mo- over, it is nearly impossible to
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repair integrated circuits. Thus, it is desirable to detect design errors early in the
design process and not just after producing the prototype chip. All these facts are
re?ected by developing and prod- tion statistics of present day companies. For
example, In?neon Technologies [118] assumed that about 60% to 80% of the
overall design time was spent for veri?cation in 2000. Other sources cite the
3-to-1 head count ratio between veri?cation engineers and logic designers. This
shows that verifying logical correctness of the design of hardware systems is a
major gate to the problem of time-to-market (cf. [113]). With the chip complexity
constantly increasing, the dif?culty as well as the - portance of functional
veri?cation of new product designs has been increased. It is not only more
important to get error-free designs.
This book was written specifically for the newcomer to the field of digital
electronics. If you've always wanted to know how the digital world works, then
keep reading. The only requirements are an interest in digital electronics and a
desire to learn. In Learn Digital Circuits book: It can teach you to know how to
analyze and implement the combinational circuits and sequential circuits, will
provide the fundamentals of digital circuits and how to use them in different
applications.
This book presents the fundamentals of digital electronics in a focused and
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comprehensive manner with many illustrations for understanding of the subject
with high clarity. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) application information is
provided for many topics of the subject to appreciate the practical significance of
learning. To summarize, this book lays a foundation for students to become DSP
engineers.
Market_Desc: · Undergraduate and graduate level students of different
universities Special Features: · Each chapter in the book, whether it is related to
operational fundamentals or applications, is amply illustrated with diagrams and
design examples· Each chapter concludes in a comprehensive self-evaluation
exercise comprising multiple-choice questions (with answers) and other type of
objective type questions (with answers)· Unlike most of the books in print on the
subject that are either too brief, lacking in illustrated examples and examinationoriented study material, or too voluminous, containing lot of redundant material,
the book has been written keeping in mind the topics taught in the subject and
covers in entirety what is required by undergraduate and graduate level students
of engineering in electrical, electronics, instrumentation and control, computer
science and information technology disciplines About The Book: Digital
Electronics is a precise and yet complete book covering both Digital Electronics
Fundamentals and Integrated Circuits. This book provides practical and
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comprehensive coverage of digital electronics, bringing together information on
fundamental theory, operational aspects and potential applications. Each chapter
in the book is amply illustrated with diagrams and design examples. Each chapter
concludes in a comprehensive self-evaluation exercise comprising multiplechoice and objective type questions (with answers). The book has up-to-date
coverage of recent application fields, such as programmable logic devices,
microprocessors, and microcontrollers. This valuable reference book provides indepth information about multiplexers, de-multiplexers, devices for arithmetic
operations, flip-flops and related devices, counters and registers, and data
conversion circuits.
The fundamentals and implementation of digital electronics are essential to
understanding the design and working of consumer/industrial electronics,
communications, embedded systems, computers, security and military
equipment. Devices used in applications such as these are constantly decreasing
in size and employing more complex technology. It is therefore essential for
engineers and students to understand the fundamentals, implementation and
application principles of digital electronics, devices and integrated circuits. This is
so that they can use the most appropriate and effective technique to suit their
technical need. This book provides practical and comprehensive coverage of
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digital electronics, bringing together information on fundamental theory,
operational aspects and potential applications. With worked problems, examples,
and review questions for each chapter, Digital Electronics includes: information
on number systems, binary codes, digital arithmetic, logic gates and families, and
Boolean algebra; an in-depth look at multiplexers, de-multiplexers, devices for
arithmetic operations, flip-flops and related devices, counters and registers, and
data conversion circuits; up-to-date coverage of recent application fields, such as
programmable logic devices, microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital
troubleshooting and digital instrumentation. A comprehensive, must-read book on
digital electronics for senior undergraduate and graduate students of electrical,
electronics and computer engineering, and a valuable reference book for
professionals and researchers.
This book introduces the foundations and fundamentals of electronic circuits. It
broadly covers the subjects of circuit analysis, as well as analog and digital
electronics. It features discussion of essential theorems required for simplifying
complex circuits and illustrates their applications under different conditions. Also,
in view of the emerging potential of Laplace transform method for solving
electrical networks, a full chapter is devoted to the topic in the book. In addition, it
covers the physics and technical aspects of semiconductor diodes and
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transistors, as well as discrete-time digital signals, logic gates, and combinational
logic circuits. Each chapter is presented as complete as possible, without the
reader having to refer to any other book or supplementary material. Featuring
short self-assessment questions distributed throughout, along with a large
number of solved examples, supporting illustrations, and chapter-end problems
and solutions, this book is ideal for any physics undergraduate lecture course on
electronic circuits. Its use of clear language and many real-world examples make
it an especially accessible book for students unfamiliar or unsure about the
subject matter.
Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcomputer Design, haslong been hailed
for its clear and simple presentation of theprinciples and basic tools required to
design typical digitalsystems such as microcomputers. In this Fifth Edition, the
authorfocuses on computer design at three levels: the device level, thelogic level,
and the system level. Basic topics are covered, suchas number systems and
Boolean algebra, combinational and sequentiallogic design, as well as more
advanced subjects such as assemblylanguage programming and microprocessorbased system design.Numerous examples are provided throughout the text.
Coverage includes: Digital circuits at the gate and flip-flop levels Analysis and
design of combinational and sequentialcircuits Microcomputer organization,
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architecture, and programmingconcepts Design of computer instruction sets,
CPU, memory, and I/O System design features associated with popular
microprocessorsfrom Intel and Motorola Future plans in microprocessor
development An instructor's manual, available upon request Additionally, the
accompanying CD-ROM, contains step-by-stepprocedures for installing and
using Altera Quartus II software,MASM 6.11 (8086), and 68asmsim (68000),
provides valuablesimulation results via screen shots. Fundamentals of Digital
Logic and Microcomputer Design is anessential reference that will provide you
with the fundamentaltools you need to design typical digital systems.
Digital Electronics is practically dominating other electronics branches ever since
the development of digital computers. The speed is further accelerated with the
use of digital electronics in satellite and mobile communication. With mobile
phones, digital electronics is being used by everyone. With this background, it
was thought to write a simplified book in digital electronics. It has been written in
a student friendly style. Starting with different number systems, digital gates, their
uses, various laws for simplification of digital circuits are discussed with
interactive approach, in initial chapters of the book. New techniques and
approaches are used for solving certain problems. Concepts are illustrated with
number of problems and diagrams. Counters, Registers, A/D, D/A Converters are
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explained in latter part of the book. We are confident that the book will be useful
for understanding basics of digital electronics by all working in the field of
science, engineering etc.
The Fourth edition of this well-received text continues to provide coherent and
comprehensive coverage of digital circuits. It is designed for the undergraduate
students pursuing courses in areas of engineering disciplines such as Electrical
and Electronics, Electronics and Communication, Electronics and
Instrumentation, Telecommunications, Medical Electronics, Computer Science
and Engineering, Electronics, and Computers and Information Technology. It is
also useful as a text for MCA, M.Sc. (Electronics) and M.Sc. (Computer Science)
students. Appropriate for self study, the book is useful even for AMIE and grad
IETE students. Written in a student-friendly style, the book provides an excellent
introduction to digital concepts and basic design techniques of digital circuits. It
discusses Boolean algebra concepts and their application to digital circuitry, and
elaborates on both combinational and sequential circuits. It provides numerous
fully worked-out, laboratory tested examples to give students a solid grounding in
the related design concepts. It includes a number of short questions with
answers, review questions, fill in the blanks with answers, multiple choice
questions with answers and exercise problems at the end of each chapter.
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For courses in digital circuits, digital systems (including design and analysis),
digital fundamentals, digital logic, and introduction to computers Digital
Fundamentals, Eleventh Edition, continues its long and respected tradition of
offering students a
The perfect introduction to digital concepts, applications, and design, Digital
Design with CPLD Applications uses a logical organization of topics, clear
explanations, and current examples to present key information in a way that is
easy to grasp. Unique in its approach, this book covers combinational and
sequential logic circuits using CPLDs while still covering circuit design at the gate
level using TTL/CMOS devices. The book begins by introducing combinational
logic, including detailed explanations for implementing circuits in Altera Quartus II
software and CPLDs. The material continues to be presented at the gate level,
preparing readers to successfully navigate more complicated areas like functional
circuits. Using formal problem-solving concepts, combinational design is then
covered, which includes a large combinational design that includes the building
and simulation of each component, marking a valuable departure from traditional
books in the field which do not cover large-scale design at a combinational level.
Additional coverage includes sequential circuits with an emphasis on relevant
and useful circuits, and microprocessor and memory concepts.
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Unlike books currently on the market, this book attempts to satisfy two goals:
combine circuits and electronics into a single, unified treatment, and establish a
strong connection with the contemporary world of digital systems. It will introduce
a new way of looking not only at the treatment of circuits, but also at the
treatment of introductory coursework in engineering in general. Using the concept
of ''abstraction,'' the book attempts to form a bridge between the world of physics
and the world of large computer systems. In particular, it attempts to unify
electrical engineering and computer science as the art of creating and exploiting
successive abstractions to manage the complexity of building useful electrical
systems. Computer systems are simply one type of electrical systems. +Balances
circuits theory with practical digital electronics applications. +Illustrates concepts
with real devices. +Supports the popular circuits and electronics course on the
MIT OpenCourse Ware from which professionals worldwide study this new
approach. +Written by two educators well known for their innovative teaching and
research and their collaboration with industry. +Focuses on contemporary MOS
technology.
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